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(specialty 09.00.13)

Gunoev I.S. Cultural potential of the labour activity
It is analyzed the dynamics of the economic culture of the modern society connected with 

increase of the economic creative component of the information society. In this society an individu
al is interesting first of all as a holder of unique possibilities who generates knowledge and innova
tions and becomes that possessor of information knowledge that are concentrated in “man's capital”. 
The development of this notion leads to the necessity of comprehention of these processes in a cul
ture and anthropological paradigm.

Key words: culture of postindustrial society, labour and culture, culture and the notion of 
man's capital.
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Kovalev V.V. The logical and notional aspect of the political culture research of modern Rus
sian elite

It is analyzed the term elite and its derivatives. It is considered the eliterian culture that esti
mates the given term. It is shown that higher degree of modern society development determines the 
comprehension of the term elite as a social strata that possesses an open social mobility. In accor
dance with the notions “culture” and “eliterian culture” it is concluded that eliterian culture is a so 
called “postfactum” of criteria and individual and social definitions that are taken into consideration 
in a work “for society”, and culture is a process of creation of this “postfactum” preconditions.

Key words: elite science, elite, culture, eliterian culture, political culture, political elite.
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Kutarev O.Ju. The problem of the philosophy of history subject
It is considered the problem of the philosophy of history subject. The subject of history is a 

historical process. The difficulty of its essence explanation is caused on the one hand by the prob
lems of interscience integration, and on the the other hand by the variety of methodological ap
proaches to its consideration. In the article two mentioned aspects are briefly analyzed.

Key words: elite, elite science, history, religion, culture.
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Stanchenko E.I.  The religious and mystical experience of presence in the anthropology of G. 
Marcel

Marcel, using common for existentialism structure concerning the interpretation of the Presence 
experience, however, christianizes it, filling with meanings and emotions which are associated with 
the catholic spiritual experience. Religious experience is understood by Marcel in a wide context of 
the existential experience of Presence. In spite of being catholic and having indubitable connection 
of his concept of God with the catholic mysticism, the philosopher interprets Presence without giv
ing it distinct features of confessional belonging. The Presence experience, according to Marcel, is 
the experience of discovering a person’s authentic existence, and therefore a person in a broad sense 
possesses internal existential structures that make such experience possible. 



Key words: the presence experience, existential, the united forms of absence, neotomism, con
centration, the pattern of “hearing existence”, catholic mysticism, authentic existence. 
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PHILOSOPHY
(specialty 09.00.08)

Dedulina M.A. The human science expertise in the High-Tech society
The article is dedicated to the problem of the human science expertise in the society of high 

technologies. Technologies are capable to transform essence and forms of a person existence. A man 
created for himself a  new world to account of modern, defined by science and technology the forms 
of his existence. Modern science can endanger non- instrumental functions of the science.

Key words:  High-Tech, technologies,  technosciences, man, spirit,  mass media, the ethic, the 
technological.
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Zezulko A.V.  The philosophic beginnings of the technological culture as a specific alloy of ab
stract and concrete thinking

It is considered the sources of the new way of the world mastering, its connections with the 
philosophic analysis of the reality and the usage of general principles and categories of cognition 
for the investigation of concrete features and forms of the matter movement as a necessary factor 
for sociocultural development of the society.

Key words: progress, globalization processes, science and technical progress, logics, thinking.
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Moushich-Gromyko V.G. Power and principle of complementarity
In the article the author proves an opportunity of using a methodology of the principle of com

plementarity in researching of the contradictory representations of such a category as “power” with 
the aim of elimination the duality of the representations.

Key words: power, representation, amplitude of probability,  principle of complementarity, con
volution, integrity.
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Nosoreva N.G. The formation of mathematics within the context of practical activity
It is considered the process of formation of mathematic knowledge in theoretical science. It is 

dtermined the factors than influence this process through the analysis of existed systems of knowl
edge in early slave-holding states beginning with the history of primeval period.

Key words: mathematic knowledge, theoretical science, form of thinking, history of mathemat
ics.
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PHILOSOPHY
(specialty 09.00.05)

Kuznetsova N.N. The ideology based on reality – the only true on the way of development of mod
ern Russia

The article interprets the issue of searching the line of Russian development that turned out to be in conditions 
of important obscured antagonisms. Correlation of component of historical material such as the aims of State, 
people’s expectations, their way of thinking and sense of justice uses contemporary interpretation that makes it 
possible to draw a conclusion about existing possibility of antagonisms solution. That means it can help to solve 
the problems. The pledge of its achievement is man’s and society’s doom to development. Indisputable condition 
is the use of progress in theoretical science.

Key words: good and piece of the society, welfare of the nation, welfare of the state, morality, power, justice, 
power function, changes, conviction, belief, elections, good manners.
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PEDAGOGICS
(specialty 13.00.01)

Naumova A.Ju. International integration in the sphere of education and the preservation of the national 
self-identification of countries and cultures

Education plays a significant role in the system of modern world which is formed as a global world commu
nity.  Education should fulfill the main problems – preservation of the national property of Russia, stable  pressure 
of  Europe, observe an interest of Russia, statement of Russian power, patriotism – pride of Russian achievement, 
originality of Russian culture; demonstrate the necessity of boundaries  between different cultures. 

Key words:      system of education, international integration, national self-identification, world space.
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(specialty 13.00.08)

Ju. S. Ushaneva Capability of emotional perception development of artistic image of picture in 
the process of Fine Arts educating

It is revealed the sense of the notion artistic image and the specifics of artistic and visual 
thinking. It is underlined the role of emotional perception capability of art work by Fine Arts edu
cating. Some researches in the sphere of perception are being considered. Psychophysiologic patterns 
which influence person's emotions dealing with the work of art are also considered. The author 
points out special meaning of experience in perception of image pattern in the process of Fine Arts 
educating.  

Key words: artistic image, emotional perception, artistic and visual thinking, artistic expres
sion, image pattern, means of artistic and visual thinking, creative capabilities. 
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PSYCHOLOGY
(specialty 19.00.01)

Maksimov A.A. The peculiarities of game activity development of game addicted people
It is offered a new sight on the problem of computer games addicts from the position of the psychological the

ory of play and cultural-historical method. It describes and provides analysis of specific features of game-addicts 
game activity and arbitrariness to their own play activity. It is also described several methods that were used dur
ing the research and compare given results to the group of non-addicts. 

Key words: game, game activity, cultural and historical approach, subject of the game activity, addiction, 
computer games addiction, computer games.
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